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LIZA LIM
DTABOLTCAL BIRDS (1990)

Commissioned by The Seymour Group with
assistance of the Performing Arts Board of

First Performance:

lnstrumentation
piccolo
bass clarinet (sounding maj 9th lower than
pianoforte
v io lin
violoncello
vibraphone (vibr mallets and bass bow)

the generous
the Australia

f inancial
Co u ncil.

Notes for Performance

1. Accidentals apply only to
Natural signs have been

the notes they
added however

immediately precede.
to facilitate reading,

written)

Diabolical Birds is the second work in a series of three:

1 . Voodoo Child (1989) - soprano, fllpicc, cl, vln, vc, trb, perc, pf
2. Diabolical Birds (1990) - picc, bass cl, pf , vln, vc, vibr
3. Voodoo (1990i9'1) - fl, bass cl, pf

all of which share similar materials (pitch and rhythmic
structures, gestural formations, limbral combinations) yet
attached to different frameworks (duration of work and of
internal sections, instrumentation). The most obvious similarity
however, is the presence of flute, clarinet and piano in all three
works, this trio playing a primary role until it totally'takes over'
and erases the other instruments in the third work, voodoo.

whilst one of the main concerns of voodoo child was to explore
as nnany connections as possible between the instruments (eg.
how to create ambiguity so that a trombone can sound and act like
a soprano, a'cello like a piccolo etc.), the relationships between
instruments in Diabolical Birds are much rnore stratified. There
are few 'tutti' passages but instead an interplay of trios
(particularly picc, bass cl, pf versus vln, VC, vibr), duos and solos.

All three works in ihe series seek to exprore the expressive
intensity of feelings of vertigo, conulsiveness, rosing control,
claustrophobia...
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Strings

h. sul pont.

ord,-----+ sul

Quartertones: i-b4 + H H
All trills unless otherwise indicated are to the semitone above

All gracenotes are to be played so that the measured note to
which they precede or succeed is given its full value.

Flute & Bass Clarinet

?
| - harmonic - diamond head indicates sounding pitch

- tongue slap

- tongue slap resulting in harmonic(s)

- bow near bridge allowing many differnt harmonics to
ring out; enhance with vibrato

pont - arrow indicates transition between timbral
qualities

arrow indicates direction in which mutiple stop is
executedJI


